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30a Sunday, February 26, 2012enthalpy changes between closed and open. To quantify the energetics of
gating, we applied optically generated submillisecond temperature jumps to
directly measure the temperature-dependent activation kinetics. The data
show that the opening of TRPV1, for example, is accompanied with an
enthalpy change of ~100 kcal/mol, five times the energetic changes in voltage-
or ligand-dependent gating. To gain insights on the energetic source, we
analyzed single-channel and macroscopic kinetics of temperature-dependent
gating, both showing that temperature has localized effects on specific gating
components. Furthermore, the perturbation of membrane compositions, which
altered the physical properties of lipids such as temperature-dependent phase
transitions, did not abolish temperature activation of the channel. Thus the ther-
mal sensitivity of the channel appears to be intrinsic to the channel itself, most
likely arising from a specific protein domain rather than integration of global
thermal effects. Using systematic chimeric analysis, we uncovered a proximal
N-terminal region to be crucial for temperature sensing in heat-activated
TRPVs. Changing this region both successfully transferred thermal sensitivity
to temperature-insensitive isoforms and profoundly altered thermal sensing in
temperature-sensitive wild-type channels. Swapping other domains including
the whole transmembrane core, the C terminus, and the rest of the N terminus
had little effect on the large enthalpy of gating. These results support that ther-
mal TRP channels contain modular thermal sensors for their activation by
temperature.
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Activation of TRPV1-4 channels is exquisitely heat-sensitive due to large and
balanced changes in entropy and enthalpy. Identification of channel structures
that underlie these changes is thus the prerequisite for understanding the molec-
ular mechanism of heat activation. We approach this goal through a combina-
tion of methods. We use improved heating methods to accurately control
temperature-dependent activation of wildtype channel and mutants which ex-
hibit altered gating behavior, use structural analysis to guide our search for
critical domains, and use site-directed fluorescence recordings to monitor con-
formational changes. For capsaicin receptor TRPV1, heat activation appears to
be carried out by the central pore domain, while capsaicin is known to activate
the channel by binding to the peripheral S2-S4 region. Structurally and mech-
anistically separated heat and agonist activation pathways suggest the possibil-
ity to selectively manipulate each process in this pain sensor for pharmaceutical
purposes. The heat activation process appears to be preserved among TRPV1-3
channels.
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Temperature-activated transient receptor potential (TRP) channels are trans-
membrane proteins that play important roles in the transduction of thermal
and chemical stimuli. In addition to the thermal and chemical cues, these
channels can be activated by depolarizing the cell membrane, but the molec-
ular basis of this regulation is unclear. The transmembrane part of the tetra-
meric TRP channels is structurally related to the voltage-gated Kþ channels
in which the conserved charged residues within the fourth transmembrane re-
gion (S4) constitute part of a voltage sensor. Compared to these channels, the
voltage-dependence of TRP channels is very weak, exhibiting the apparent
number of gating charges of less than 1 versus ~12 in Kþ channels, and their
putative voltage-sensing domains most likely lie outside the S4 because some
of the TRPs completely lack positively charged residues in this region. In the
present study, we will attempt to explore the functional roles of selected con-
served charged residues which mutations specifically alter the voltage sensi-
tivity of the vanilloid (TRPV) and ankyrin (TRPA1) channels. In particular,
we will show that potential voltage-sensing residues in S4 and the S4-S5
linker, when specifically mutated, alter the functionality of these channels
with respect to voltage, but also to temperature, agonist, and/or their interac-
tions. Surprisingly, also a single amino acid substitution in the C-terminus
led to substantial alterations in the voltage-dependent gating of TRPA1. In
summary, the charged residues in S4, the S4-S5 linker, and in the C-terminus
contribute to voltage sensing in some thermosensitive TRP channels and, de-
spite their highly conserved nature, regulate the voltage and chemical gating
in various related TRP channels in different ways. (Supported by GACR 305/
09/0081)Symposium: Spatial Organization in Prokaryotic
Cells: Quantitative Measurements to
Quantitative Models
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Biology presents us with an array of design principles. From studies of both
simple and more complex systems, we understand some of the fundamentals
of how Nature works. We are interested in using the foundations of biology to
engineer cells in a logical and predictable way to perform certain functions.
By necessity, the predictable engineering of biology requires knowledge of
quantitative behavior of individual cells and communities and the ability to
construct reliable models. By building and analyzing synthetic systems, we
learn more about the fundamentals of biological design as well as engineer
useful living devices with myriad applications. For example, we are interested
in building cells that can perform specific tasks, such as remembering past
events and thus acting as a biological computer. Moreover, we design cells
with predictable biological properties that serve as cell-based sensors, facto-
ries for generating useful commodities and improved centers for carbon fixa-
tion. We have recently constructed synthetic intracellular protein/RNA
structures to increase the efficiency of biological reactions. In doing so, we
have made new findings about how cells interact with and impact their
environment.
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In bacterial cells, the peptidoglycan cell wall is the stress-bearing structure
that dictates cell shape. Although many molecular details of the composition
and assembly of cell-wall components are known, how the network of pepti-
doglycan subunits is organized to give the cell shape during normal growth
has been relatively unexplored. We have introduced a computational physical
model of the bacterial cell wall to complement experimental studies of
cell-shape determination, with a particular focus on rod-shaped cells like
Escherichia coli. First, the model predicts the mechanical response of cell
shape to peptidoglycan damage and perturbation. We observe a surprising ro-
bustness of cell shape to peptidoglycan defects, helping explain the observed
porosity of the cell wall and the ability of cells to grow and maintain their
shape even under conditions that limit peptide crosslinking. Interestingly, ac-
cording to the model, many common bacterial cell shapes can be realized via
modest local patterning of peptidoglycan density. Second, we introduced
growth processes into the model via insertion of new glycan strands, forma-
tion of new peptide crosslinks, and cleavage of old crosslinks (1). The growth
model suggests that maintaining a rod shape requires glycan insertion to be
insensitive to fluctuations in cell-wall density and stress. Suggestively, in light
of the role of MreB in maintaining rod-shaped growth, we find that a simple
helical pattern of insertion is sufficient for many-fold elongation without sig-
nificant loss in rod shape. Finally, we demonstrate that both the length and
prestretching of newly inserted strands can regulate cell width. In sum, we
show that simple physical rules can allow bacteria to achieve robust, shape-
preserving cell-wall growth.
1. Furchtgott L, Wingreen NS, Huang KC. Mechanisms for maintaining
cell shape in rod-shaped Gram-negative bacteria. Mol Microbiol. 2011;
81(2):340-53.
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Far from being well-mixed, almost all biological systems exhibit precise spatial
and temporal control of protein, mRNA, and DNA localization, demonstrating
that cells measure distance and detect proximity with a molecular-scale tool kit.
Despite its relatively simple cellular structure and diminutive size, Escherichia
coli exhibits a high degree of spatial organization. We examine and quantita-
tively characterize the phenomena of polar localization at a systems scale
by capturing the cell-cycle localization dynamics of all proteins with polar
